
The special configuration of the Armless System makes the system 
more comfortable by removing the protrusion made by the top 
lock and opening arm/dock.

The hole made in the track to install the system is the same as in the 
arm/dock system, but the space surrounding it has been minimized 
so the air stream is minimum.

It is a perfect configuration for homes and locals where aesthetic 
and interior design are priority, the is no protrusion from the 
arm/dock and the use of curtains and rollers blind is easy. 

Easier to close
Only by pushing, no need to pull down 
the top lock rod

Smaller top lock
More elegant thanks to its reduced size

Higher isolation
Minimizes the air stream that goes
through the top lock hole

Perfect for curtains and roller blinds
These can be installed next to the system 
without obstacles

Smooth & silent functioning 
Thanks to the quality of the 
components

Armless System
Aesthetic advantage & easy to use
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Warranty
All MN STEKLO® products have 
5 year warranty



● Components are made of aluminium and polyvinyl 
acetate, which once are combined, make an extremely 
silent and smooth functioning.

● Full adjustment on every single panel.

● Compatible with all other special configurations.

● For closing the door panel, it is no necessary to pull down
the top lock. This closes just by pushing it. 

● Eliminates the protrusion made by the arm/dock on the 
top track.

● The top lock is reduced due to the new reduced 
dimensions of the hole needed for the panel opening.

● Because of this space reduction the air flow is reduced.

● The Armless System is barely unnoticed, which results into 
an excellent improvement aesthetic and visual.

It is the perfect configuration for those clients who want to avoid protrusions in their frameless systems. By removing the 
arm/dock, the system allows installing special decoration elements such as curtains, rollers blinds and many others. Besides 
this, also makes more easy to operate the system when closing it, just by pushing the door, there is no need to pull down 
any rod or lock.

Anodized certified 
suppliers

ARMLESS

Features

ARMLESS SYSTEM STANDARD SYSTEM

Operating advice

Manufacturing & installing

Information:
MN STEKLO d.o.o.      
PELECHOVA CESTA 15
1235 RADOMLJE
Tel: +386 31 554 888
E-mail: info@zastekli.si

http://www.zastekli.si
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